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You can easily access our improved charting tool from the Company Research
section or our navigation bar. We have enhanced our key charting resources, adding
powerful features that help ensure you get the best results from your research.
Charting is now more intuitive, automatically displaying the company you last
viewed. To look up another company just enter its ASX code in the search box. Keep
things simple by exploring a chart with our pre-defined settings, or create and save
settings of your own – helping you quickly get what you need.
You can interact with basic chart features such as time frame and frequency. Add
more companies for micro comparisons or add Indices, Sectors and Currency Pairs
to compare on a macro level. When you’re done, just remove them.
For more in-depth research, you can add indicators such as Bollinger Bands,
Relative Strength Index and Simple Moving Average, editing criteria as you go
along. Smart Text turns technical analysis into plain English, making it easier to
understand.
You can update analysis and features indicators just by selecting a different
technical strategy, with smart text helping you as you go along.
To see how events correlate with performance, turn on individual indicators such
as Dividends and Research. Hover over research icons to access CBA Research
Reports. Once indicators are selected, you can carry them over to a new company,
making research easy and intuitive. When you’re done, just save your Chart Settings
and they’ll be there for you to use again on your next visit, or if your preferences
change, just delete them and start over.
For more screen space use the Hide and Show feature, making it easier to focus on
your selected charts. You can also open the chart in a new window, enabling you to
explore other areas of the site at the same time. When you’ve got the information you
need to make a decision, you can execute a trade directly from this screen. Trade
with confidence with our innovative Charting Tool.
Keen to learn more? Keep exploring the main page
Ready to trade? Sign up and start trading today
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